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LABORATORY TESTS AND DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES WITH NURSING DIAGNOSES,

8/eÃ‚Â is the complete nurseÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s guide to using data from todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s laboratory tests

and diagnostic procedures to formulate, organize, and plan high-quality nursing care. This edition

has been extensively updated to reflect the latest standards of care and the shift towards

evidence-based practice, and to illuminate links between the nursing process and testing even more

effectively. It introduces dozens of new tests and procedures, and offers updated information on

many more, including expanded uses for many proven tests. Several new genetic tests are covered,

as well as many rapid tests now available for point-of-care testing by nurses.
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I think there are more concise lab books out there with quicker reference to what is going on and

why. when doing care planning I am not going to do an entire care plan around one lab. If you are

looking for a care plan to create off of one lab this is a good book, but if you are looking for quick

interventions, and reasons for the lab being out of range this is not your book. It does give a detailed

explanation of what is going on with the labs though.

As expected.

I payed for a new book and I don't like at all how this looks like. The outside of the book is a little



scratched on the back and the corners are bent. I really think this was used before even if the inside

looks fine and not highlighted or anything. I just don't like how it looks outside.

Great

Downloaded easily and when I was having difficulty moving it to my tablet, called the  online

assistance, was talked through the steps. Now I can access the book on my PC and my android

tablet while teaching.

shipped quick. not too much to say about the book, as I have yet to use it. I am sure it will be helpful

though. I don't think you need any access codes with this one

Very fast shipping, very satisfied.

Very handy
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